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About the study.

A global survey was commissioned by Korn Ferry and

conducted by Hanover Research at the end of 2014.

The survey covered 54 countries globally and companies

ranging in size from 500 to 50,000 employees.

It generated more than 1,000 responses from business

leaders at the following levels:

C-suite (41%)

VP/SVP/EVP (42%)

Director (11%)

Other (6%)
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Introduction.
Abraham Lincoln famously said, “The best way to predict
your future is to create it.”

As our research shows, succession management is vitally

important to an organization’s sustained success. But, to

drive future strategy, you must develop a robust

leadership pipeline. We asked tough questions to find out

what executives really think about their succession

initiatives. Given that only 1 in 3 respondents were
satisfied with their talent management programs, it is safe

to conclude that there is a lot of room for improvement.

If that doesn’t tell its own story, it is also clear that

succession does not go deep or broad enough—only 38%

of mid-level managers and 13% of skilled professionals are

included in succession programs. Potential is also not

being identified accurately or early enough, so leaders

aren’t getting the breadth of experiences to help them

make the transition.

In producing this report, we didn’t only seek to explore

what global executives think about their talent initiatives,

we wanted to delve much deeper and put our findings into

a real world context. So we spoke to some of our clients,

listened to their stories and challenges, to understand the

changes they’ve implemented on their journeys.

What we learned from our clients was truly compelling and

inspiring. I’d personally like to thank Willis Group Holdings
plc, CHS Inc., Bayer AG, and Johnson Controls for offering

their insight and playing such a pivotal role in the shaping

of this report. I’m sure that you’ll be able to relate to some

if not many of the discussion points raised.

Do share your experiences with us and, if we can be of

assistance in any way, then please get in touch by emailing

clientsupport@kornferry.com.
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Thank you to our contributors.
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The concerning state of
succession today.

This led us to ask: "Why then do so many organizations

lack a cohesive and effective succession plan?" and "How

can they better identify, develop, and support the leaders

who will drive their future strategy?"

To stay agile, healthy, and relevant, we know that

organizations must remain self-aware and committed to

growth. Examining the talent they have now against the

talent they need for the future will determine the gaps they

need to close.

According to Jim Peters, Senior Partner and Global Lead

for Succession Management at Korn Ferry, the level of

discontent should come as no surprise, “Unfortunately, we

hear about these high levels of dissatisfaction all the time.

Despite all the investment that organizations have made in

succession management in the past 20 years, there still

remains a disconnect between the succession

management plan and the business strategy for most

companies.”

Joy Hazucha, Global Vice President for the Korn Ferry

Institute, agrees with these findings, “One-third of our

recent study’s respondents report that ‘ready’ candidates

who are promoted are not producing good results

consistently. Why? Because of the disconnect they have

from the business strategy. All of this suggests a lack of an

effective plan.”

Our many experiences and extensive research tell a similar story:
The current state of succession management is dismal.
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By not placing the most capable people in priority roles,

organizations will falter and risk becoming irrelevant in a

fast-changing marketplace. “By managing talent

holistically, leadership teams will be able to make more

informed development and coaching decisions.

Stewardship of talent is fundamental—leaders need to own

it,” says Lisa Spitzer, Vice President, Global Talent

Management and Organization Development at Johnson

Controls.

The ability to create strong and enduring leadership is one

of the most difficult aspects to get right in talent

management. The answer, Peters believes, is “a solid

succession management plan that is designed to meet the

changing needs of the business rather than one static

process that produces ‘generic’ leaders.”

Organizations need to create a succession management

process designed to match the organization’s

development over time. As RJ Heckman, Vice Chairman,

Leadership and Talent Consulting at Korn Ferry, points out,

“The companies that win are those that strategically align

the succession management plan with the direction of the

business. They identify candidates who can change quickly

and have the learning agility to move as the target moves

for the business’s success.”

To meet the challenges of the rapidly evolving agriculture

and energy industries, and to continue growing in size and

geographic scale, Carl Casale, President and Chief

Executive Officer of CHS, realized that there needed to be

a course change in their talent management approach.

While leaders still needed to exhibit core CHS values like

integrity and accountability, the future also required

greater diversity of thought, “one enterprise” collaboration,

global fluency, and agility.

"Stewardship
of talent is
fundamental—
leaders need to
own it."

Lisa Spitzer
Vice President

Global Talent Management
and Organization Development

Johnson Controls
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As Adam Holton, Senior Vice President and Chief

Human Resources Officer at CHS, explains, “In

the past, deep domain expertise was the most

important executive attribute. While leadership

capacity was important, it came second. And

there was a big chasm between the two. Now

we’re trying to flip that around to achieve a

broader and more robust leadership bench.”

Casale adds, “It’s been a time of phenomenal

growth and we’ve almost doubled in size over

the past five years. The key to this has been a

shift away from a short-term, silo mentality to an

enterprise mentality, with a systematic focus on

talent management, development, and

succession."

"We need to promote people who can

demonstrate the capacity of thinking more

broadly. We want our people to think bigger,

create synergies, and drive enterprise

collaboration,” emphasizes Casale.

"We need to promote
people who can
demonstrate the
capacity of thinking
more broadly. We want
our people to think
bigger, create synergies,
and drive enterprise
collaboration."

Carl Casale
President and Chief Executive Officer

CHS
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What's at risk?

The top risks of failed promotions/hires, as

identified by survey respondents, are:

Losing “ready now” internal candidates.

Alienating potential successors.

Naming an ill-fit successor.

Decreases in employee morale.

Increased employee turnover.

Competitive decline.

Failed promotions and hires can result in exorbitant costs to the organization due to significant

losses in productivity, impact on morale, negative impressions, and disengagement.

“This all goes to show that a good succession management strategy is absolutely key from a future

success standpoint,” says Chuck Feltz, Senior Partner and President of the Global Products Group at

Korn Ferry. “You can perhaps get by without one in the short term, but in the longer term, if you’re

going to perpetuate and grow that success, it’s absolutely essential.”

Yet, while organizations recognize the dangers of not getting succession management right, more

than half believe that they are not addressing the risks they’ve identified. It’s not just the business

that is being put at risk, but the people they employ as well. “If you select a high-potential leader

who’s a great performer, send her and her family to China, and two years later she fails because she

wasn’t a good fit for the role, you’ve hurt a promising career and family,” states Peters.

Top three talent risks:

Losing "ready now" 
internal candidates.

Alienating potential 
successors.

Naming an ill-fit 
successor.

1

3

2
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What does effective succession
management look like?

Mature talent management practices:

Go deep.

Define talent.

Identify leadership potential.

Provide growth opportunities.

Assess to fill gaps.

Offer transition support.

Given the dissatisfaction reported in our findings, what are organizations with successful succession

management programs doing?

The most mature talent management practices tend to:

Go deep. Implement programs at every level.

Define talent. Align talent with business strategy.

Measure potential. Accurately identify leadership potential.

Provide opportunities. Create relevant development experiences.

Assess readiness. Ensure leaders are ready for the next role.

Offer assistance. Provide transition support when a leader is promoted.

All of these elements ensure minimal disruption when vacancies occur, a consistent transfer of

mindshare, and continuity of leadership culture. They also create the conditions for intentional,

strategic change and mitigate the risk of loss during an unexpected crisis or sudden absence of

leadership.
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Three steps to get you there.

What
talent do

you need?

How do
you close
the gaps?

What
talent do
you have?

Step one: Step two: 
Awareness of the 
talent gaps will 
enable organizations 
to assess and identify 
their current and 
future capabilities.

Organizations need 
to align their talent 
and business 
strategies so that 
they can accurately 
pinpoint those key 
skill requirements.

Step three: 
Execute your talent 
management strategy 
and start to fill key 
leadership roles.

An effective succession management strategy is critical for any organization. It ensures you have the

right talent in the right place at the right time to activate, drive, and execute your business strategy.

As the organization evaluates its current state of succession management, we recommend that

leadership follow these three steps:
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Step one: What leadership
talent do you need?

The first step to getting succession right is to chart out a

plan. Developing and maintaining an effective succession

management plan begins with knowing the type of leaders

you need to achieve the organization’s objectives. This

requires agreement on a strategic direction.

Discussions about future business leaders will stall if

everyone on the board has a different perspective on the

future of the business. It’s therefore critical to reach a

consensus on strategy as a condition to implementing an

effective succession management plan.

Assuming the board is in agreement about the future

direction of the business, the company must describe the

types of leaders they need by asking, “What kind of people

will be able to execute the strategy over the next five

years?” This question identifies the traits and skills that are

needed to drive business strategy. Next, create an

evaluation process, which should be a coherent, formal

procedure for gauging internal and external talent.

▶

▶

▶

Your talent review.

One of the most effective succession planning tools is a talent review. However, many processes do not

include the systemic and holistic approach needed to gain a complete, clear, and actionable view of talent.

Your talent review should:

Accurately assess long-term potential.

Identify mission critical competencies.

Incorporate development plans through strategic job assignments, targeted learning experiences,

coaching, and mentoring.

Korn Ferry Talent Review uses a Performance and Potential Matrix to differentiate individuals,

Talking Talent sessions to discuss succession considerations and decisions, and Talking Development

sessions to create development plans.
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To further differentiate itself from the market competition,

Willis sought to transform its culture and implement a

behavioral blueprint based on its core values, underlining

the importance of collaboration and its strong reputation

for client advocacy.

Willis understood that distinguishing between

performance and potential was pivotal to future success,

enabling the company to more accurately select its high

professionals (“HiPros”)—the industry experts and client

advocates—and its high potentials (“HiPos”)—the aspiring,

strategic, and highly learning agile leaders of the future.

Korn Ferry tools helped develop specific success profiles

to forensically ensure Willis had the right people in the

right category. Talent review sessions enabled the

organization to understand its recruitment, selection, and

training holistically—adopting a future-oriented

perspective.

By benchmarking the talent needed against current skills,

and then closing the skill gaps, the company was able to

ignite its talent. “It wasn’t just coaching for coaching’s

sake—it was coaching with a very clear purpose. Talent

needs to be looked at scientifically,” stresses Ronny
Vansteenkiste, Senior Vice President, Group Head Talent

Management and Organizational Development at Willis.

"It wasn't
coaching for
coaching's sake
—it was
coaching with a
very clear
purpose. Talent
needs to be
looked at
scientifically."

Ronny Vansteenkiste
Senior Vice President

Group Head Talent Management and
Organizational Development

Willis
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Speaking the same
talent language.

Another benefit of an effective succession management plan is providing the organization with a

common language for talent, potential, development, expectations, and a framework for considering

priorities.

Through this process, a company can learn more about the traits and drivers of employees, key

intelligence on the most critical roles, and the business impact of vacancies. The organization learns

where the talent gaps are, why and how they matter, and gains insight into what’s causing them.

For Bayer, establishing a common language for talent

development and management, to create alignment and

consistency, has been key to maximizing knowledge

transfer to its talent leaders.

This was accomplished by:

Involving business leaders in the assessment process,

which increased awareness of how leadership

competencies drive strategy execution.

Improving talent literacy throughout the organization.

Educating leaders to better identify and develop

executive potential talent.

Facilitating workshops to help managers understand

the competencies that matter and how best to coach

individuals.

The results have been palpable. “The real impact has been

in how our leaders enter into talent discussions and make

people decisions. Executives are now talking about

self-awareness and emotional intelligence during

interviews. That’s a real change in mindset,” says

Gabriele Oehlschlaeger, Member of the Global HR

Committee and the Head of the Center of Expertise,

Talent Management at Bayer.

"The real impact has

been in how our

leaders enter into

talent discussions and

make people

decisions. Executives

are now talking about

self-awareness and

emotional intelligence

during interviews.

That's a real change in

mindset.
Gabriele Oehlschlaeger

Member of the Global HR Committee
and the Head of the Center of
Expertise, Talent Management

Bayer
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How far down does
succession need to go?

In today’s business environment, it's not only important to

look deep into the leadership pipeline, but also across the

enterprise. The scope of jobs is widening and the supply of

talent is getting smaller and, as a result, talent is being

promoted to senior management functions much earlier

than in the past. Organizations, therefore, need to start

identifying and developing talent further down the

pipeline. Simply looking at the top of the house for future

leaders is no longer a viable option.

“A succession management plan will look different for

lower levels of leadership, but you will find incredibly

valuable talent there that you can invest in and groom to

secure perpetual successors,” adds Peters. “In succession

management, you need to look at the complete leadership

pipeline, all the way from the senior executive level to deep

into the organization.”

Despite the benefits, the survey findings reveal that

companies are not reaching deep or starting soon enough

in identifying potential candidates to create a supply of

"ready now" leaders. Organizations that don’t begin the

process early enough to allow time for identification and

development can find themselves without the talent they

need when the time comes. This forces them to look

outside the organization for talent.

▶

▶

▶

Define your path to
succession.

Succession management

encompasses the entire

leadership pipeline, from the

senior executive level to deep

within the organization and

across functions.

Succession planning takes into

account the second or third

generation of individuals who

could replace the C-suite, with

some development actions.

Replacement planning is a formal

or informal understanding of who

would take over a CEO or C-suite

executive’s role in the event of

a crisis.
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“Companies need to identify those in their late 20s or early

30s who have the greatest potential to be future senior

leaders, then manage their development and their careers

quite forensically to ensure they are ready and rounded

when they need to be,” says Steve Newhall, Managing

Partner at Korn Ferry.

When Bayer reassessed its leadership development

processes in 2010, it became apparent that the

organization needed a concrete, results-driven approach

to identify future executive leaders and accelerate their

readiness to support the company’s ambitious strategic

growth goals. This meant implementing a new leadership

framework, assessing talent against current and future

leadership requirements, and enhancing the development

of executives with leadership abilities and potential.

“Our priority was to identify those individuals who

displayed the right competencies needed for senior

leadership roles, and then ensure that they receive the

necessary development to prepare them for that next

career step,” says Dr. Horst-Uwe Groh, Head of Corporate

Human Resources and Organization at Bayer.

Although renowned for the depth of its scientific and

engineering experts—technical and functional high

professionals—Bayer did not have a strong enough bench

of “ready now” executive potentials to meet its need for

broad leadership roles. A change of approach was required

for people to be deployed based on leadership and

potential.

Bayer was therefore able to embark on a journey that

would see the organization move away from a process

that was primarily based on performance and loyalty

practices.

"Our priority was
to identify those
individuals who
displayed the right
competencies
needed for senior
leadership roles,
and then ensure
that they receive
the necessary
development to
prepare them for
that next career
step."

Dr. Horst-Uwe Groh
Head of Corporate Human Resources

and Organization
Bayer
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Balancing internal promotion
and external hiring.

According to our findings, organizations and executives

highly favor “build” (developing within) over “buy” (hiring

outside). Yet, when sourcing leadership talent, almost half

of respondents said they were more dependent on outside

hires than internal promotions. Almost half said their

organization is more likely to hire externally, with the

C-suite level most dependent on external hires.

There are many advantages to internal promotions,

because it ensures the development and advancement of

leaders with a deep understanding of the organization.

This allows business intelligence to be passed along to the

next cohort of leaders. It also enables a company to build

the skillsets and leadership styles that meet its precise

needs. And, it helps attract and retain employees by

demonstrating that the organization is committed to

growing and supporting its leaders.
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Similarly, there are situations where organizations benefit

more from external hires.

“There’s no one right answer, and the mix of how much

you want to ‘build’ or ‘buy’ talent depends on your

business strategy," underlines Stu Crandell, Senior Vice

President of Korn Ferry Global Offerings and the Korn

Ferry Institute. “For example, if you’re in a startup or

turnaround situation, you’re probably going to need to

bring more talent in from the outside. A good rule of

thumb is that you want two-thirds ‘build’ versus one-third

‘buy,’ yet what we often see is the reverse.”

At CHS, Casale does not expect all positions to be filled

internally, as “there is no perfect ratio, maybe three-fourths

to four-fifths internal with some strategic hires from the

outside.” However, he does want to see CHS’s internal

leaders as viable candidates for important positions.

So committed is he to internal succession that he states,

“Regardless of CHS’s financial results, if my successor does

not come from inside, I will consider my tenure as CEO a

failure.”

Getting someone ready for the CEO position or other top

roles takes time and clear intention. As Casale notes,

“If you think of a 10-year horizon to get leaders ready to

compete for the CEO position, that only gives you time for

about three key experiences. You have to be purposeful

with what you do with them.”

"Regardless of
CHS's financial
results, if my
successor does not
come from inside,
I will consider my
tenure as CEO a
failure."

Carl Casale
President and Chief Executive Officer

CHS
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Need for transparency.

The survey also revealed that directors and those in lower

managerial levels were the most dissatisfied with their

organization’s succession outcomes. “If I’m a mid-level

manager and nobody’s talking to me about my potential,

or the succession management process isn’t transparent,

I’m going to wonder what the future holds for me,” states

Peters.

Organizations need to communicate expectations for high

potentials and key roles. This involves providing resources

for development so that employees have the opportunity

to enhance their skill sets, even if they do not have the

potential to advance to the very top. Korn Ferry’s

whitepaper, Tell or Don’t Tell: Talking talent with your
employees, examines the case for creating a transparent

succession management process.

As Cori Hill, Global Lead for High-potential Leadership

Development at Korn Ferry, remarks, “Although many

companies focus intensely on high potentials, these

individuals typically account for a small percentage of the

employee population. Every employee should understand

what they need to do to be considered a high performer or

high potential.”

Creating a transparent succession management process is critical, not only in retaining and engaging

high potentials, but also in fostering other key talent within the enterprise. If an individual does not

understand his or her career prospects, they are at a higher risk of leaving, which can impact overall

employee morale. Yet most organizations, concerned about being misinterpreted, do not

communicate career potential to their people.

Even if not nominated as a high potential one year, individuals still have the opportunity to be

reconsidered in the future. Is your organization talking openly, consistently, and transparently

about the future with all of its talent?
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Step two: What leadership
talent do you have?

Do organizational leaders know who can fill their most

critical roles, now and in the future? Again, the results

don’t make for great reading as only a third are confident

in their talent decisions. Furthermore, high-potential talent

is not being accurately identified and, as a result, ill-fit

candidates are promoted into key roles.

The reason for this talent mismatch is that too often high

performance is mistaken for high potential, a costly

mistake when identifying leaders for future roles. Not only

do leaders need to understand if high potentials are ready

for that next promotion but, more importantly, they must

also be sure that those individuals will be successful in the

future and in significantly more challenging roles.

To achieve this, organizations need to look beyond

performance to understand the experiences, leadership

traits, and drivers critical to success in key leadership

roles. They must adopt a “whole person” view.

Competencies Experiences

Traits Drivers

Assignments or roles that prepare a 
person for future opportunities.

FOR EXAMPLE
Functional experiences, 
international assignments, 
turnarounds and fix-its.

Skills and behaviors required for 
success that can be observed.

FOR EXAMPLE
Decision quality, strategic mindset, 
global perspective and business 
insight.

Inclinations, aptitudes and natural 
tendencies a person leans toward, 
including personality traits and 
intellectual capacity.

FOR EXAMPLE
Assertiveness, risk taking, 
confidence and aptitude for logic 
and reasoning.

Values and interests that influence a 
person’s career path, motivation 
and engagement.

FOR EXAMPLE
Power, status, autonomy and 
challenge.

WHAT YOU DO

WHO YOU ARE

Looking at the whole person.
Performance, engagement, and culture 
are all driven by a deep understanding of 
people. Korn Ferry’s Four Dimensions of 
Leadership and Talent provides a complete 
picture of the individual qualities that drive
performance and engagement, and forms 
the basis for all our solutions.

This comprehensive framework, anchored
by research on talent at all levels, addresses
the foundations of human behavior:

    • Competencies
    • Experiences
    • Traits
    • Drivers
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Performance vs. potential: How
are you assessing your leaders?

Our survey findings reveal that leaders are being promoted

into critical roles without accurate identification and a

full understanding of their potential. Executives rate

compatible skills and competencies as the most significant

qualities for driving promotion decisions. However, the

results show that the number one reason promotions fail

is due to unsuitable traits and dispositions.

This provides further confirmation that organizations tend

to promote based on performance, without looking

beyond success today to see how the individual will likely

fare in significantly more challenging roles.

Promoting the right people into the right roles holds the

key to ensuring a deep leadership pipeline. But

organizations must start by accurately identifying potential

and performance early in the succession management

process.

“There are very different challenges and capabilities

required at different leadership levels. We frequently see

leaders overrate the performance of their direct reports,

precisely because they are confusing performance with

potential,” adds Peters. “Being promotable or ready for

that next job is about having the ability to develop the

qualifications needed for the bigger jobs further down the

road. While it’s true to say that most high potentials are

high performers, performance is not the only indicator

of potential.”

Performance or
potential? What are the
differences?

Performance looks at how effective

someone is in their current role.

It only reasonably predicts success

in similar types of roles and only if

the individual was primarily

responsible for past success. It looks

at competencies, results, and

achievements in the present.

Potential is a measure of a person’s

future capacity to be effective in a

significantly more challenging role.

It is an ability to apply lessons from

previous experiences. It takes into

consideration experiences, traits,

and drivers that demonstrate the

motivation and interest to succeed

in more complex, senior roles.
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A multi-dimensional leadership analysis is vital in

determining the success of leadership

appointments. “The results show us that people

are promoted for what they can do, but fail for

who they are. That’s why it’s critical to consider

drivers and traits, as otherwise you run the risk

of identifying the wrong talent,” emphasizes

Crandell. “And that can mean wasting years of

organizational investment and a leader’s time

developing for a role they won’t find engaging.”

This was the experience at CHS. As Casale

stresses, “We have very talented people.

My responsibility is to identify our best people

earlier in their careers to give them the optimal

chance to reach their full potential.” Identifying

people with the potential to lead at higher levels

should start “three to five years out of school,”

according to Holton, so that it affords time for

the broadening experiences that can then drive

development and enterprise leadership.

Survey respondents cited having the right

competencies for a role as the number one

factor for making a promotion decision, but

nearly two-thirds (63%) said that a lack of

well-suited traits and dispositions for a

company’s culture was the biggest reason

promotions fail.

"We have very
talented people.
My responsibility is
to identify our best
people earlier in
their careers to give
them the optimal
chance to reach
their full potential."

Carl Casale
President and Chief Executive Officer

CHS
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The Seven Signposts:
A framework for superior
leadership potential.

To confidently and accurately identify those who will be

successful in leadership roles, it is essential for

organizations to have a complete talent picture of the

whole person, not just a snapshot of job performance

today.

Korn Ferry’s Seven Signposts—the unmistakable markers

that identify high-potential leaders—refine the indicators of

high potential for leadership into seven accurately

assessable and quantifiable categories:

Learning agility. The ability and willingness to learn from

experience and apply that learning to perform

successfully under new or first-time conditions.

“A core element in identifying potential is learning agility,

which is particularly relevant in predicting who is likely to

succeed in new, broader roles,” says Holton.

A track record of formative experiences. These prepare

a person for future leadership roles, for example strategy

development or critical negotiations.

Self-awareness. An individual’s ability to know their

strengths and development needs. They often seek out

feedback on ways to improve and reflect on their own

successes.

Leadership traits. These are inclinations and aptitudes,

such as assertiveness and tolerance of ambiguity. Traits

can assume greater or lesser importance at higher

leadership levels.

"A core element in

identifying potential

is learning agility,

which is particularly

relevant in predicting

who is likely to

succeed in new,

broader roles."
Adam Holton

Senior Vice President and
Chief Human Resources Officer

CHS
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The drive to be a leader. Individuals who aspire to

become senior executives relish the challenge of taking

on more responsibility. They will actively seek out

leadership opportunities, often citing the nature of the

work as their primary motivator.

Aptitude for logic and reasoning. The demonstration of

analytical and conceptual abilities.

Manage derailment risks. These increase at higher job

levels, therfore leaders need to be aware of their unique

triggers and learn how to actively manage them.

“All of the Seven Signposts enable us to predict which

leaders have the greatest likelihood of rising through the

ranks,” notes Crandell. “Organizations can therefore be

confident that their people investment is paying off.”

Confidently assess
for potential.

The Korn Ferry Assessment

of Leadership Potential measures

the Seven Signposts of leadership

potential and provides a complete

view of a person.

Backed with research insight, it

enables organizations to:

1. Map individual development needs.

2. Benchmark people across the

organization.

3. Gauge an in-depth group

perspective of talent inventory

trends.

All Seven Signposts are elements

within Korn Ferry's Four Dimensions

of Leadership and Talent.
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Broadening the lens
beyond high potentials.

Many organizations fail to find the optimal balance of

investment between high-potential leaders and the “vital

many,” including high-professional talent, whose

contributions are also essential to the success of the

company.

For Peters, the fact that only 13% of programs include

skilled professionals, often referred to as high

professionals, in their succession management process is

particularly surprising. “High-professional leaders are those

with skills and expertise that are essential to the success of

the business. They have become ‘mission critical.’”

“High-performing professionals are very difficult to replace.

They are your industry experts, so it’s hard to substitute

that knowledge,” says Paul Van Katwyk, Senior Partner at

Korn Ferry. “You need to value and develop these people,

making sure that you are giving them just as much

attention as your critical leaders. Organizations need to

be careful not to lose these valuable contributors.”
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This is precisely what Willis set out to do. While the

accurate identification of “HiPos” for senior leadership

roles remained a priority, a key objective was to unearth

a greater number of “HiPros.”

“The talent matrix that we implemented using the Korn

Ferry methodology allowed us to dive deep into our talent

capabilities,” continues Vansteenkiste. "We focused on

strengthening the ‘Einstein’ quadrant—where the subject

matter experts, who bring such exceptional value to the

organization and are so hard to replace, reside.”

Pinpointing these deep industry experts and client

advocates proved the winning formula for the global

insurer. “We needed to distinguish between our sales

executives, the people developing and winning new client

business (the 'hunters') and the sales/client support staff

(the 'farmers'). This enabled us to provide more

customized solutions for each country and industry

verticals."

"We focused on strengthening the 'Einstein' quadrant—
where the subject matter experts, who bring such
exceptional value to the organization and are so hard to
replace, reside."

Ronny Vansteenkiste
Group Head Talent Management and Organizational Development

Willis
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Conscious identification.
Research by Korn Ferry shows that the percentage of

women and professionals of color falls steeply at the

manager level and above, both as a result of reduced

promotion rates and higher rates of departure.

One of the ways in which organizations can break down

these barriers and identify the right leaders is to adopt the

mindset of “conscious inclusion.” This concept has four

premises:

Everyone is capable of performing at the highest levels

and contributing to business objectives.

Talent is assessed according to a core set of

competencies.

Standards of success, the developmental gaps, and the

way forward are clearly communicated.

Leaders, managers, and HR are crossculturally agile.

These elements serve as a framework and guiding

principles for thinking about succession. “Once these

parameters are in place, then the rewarding application of

business intelligence—solving the dilemmas, leveraging the

differences, achieving outcomes together that make the

best of what all team members have to offer—can take

place,” explains Andrés Tapia, Senior Partner and Global

Solutions Leader, Diversity and Inclusion, at Korn Ferry.

Conscious inclusion.

Informs leaders that unconscious

bias exists and has the potential to

cause a negative impact on

engagement and contribution

throughout the organization.

Engages learners in determining

what their roles should be in leading

others to be more intentional in their

reactions to differences.

Aligns the leadership team to a

common communication strategy

that provides them with “what to

say” and “what to do.”
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Step three: How do you close
the leadership gaps?

For development to be truly effective, leaders must be

ready and fully equipped to shape, activate, and drive the

strategy, culture, and mission of their organization. Yet the

findings reveal that there simply aren’t enough individuals

who are “ready now” to step into senior leadership roles.

Ensuring that leaders have the required experiences is

fundamental to the development process, effectively

managing the very real challenges that their business will

face.

For Newhall, developing “ready now” leaders requires

organizations to carefully articulate what is needed to

succeed by evaluating gaps and holding regular talent

reviews. “The approach many companies take,” he

explains, “is to say ‘this leader will be ready in x amount of

time.’ But it is far more effective to say ‘this leader will be

ready when x has occurred’—for example, when he or she

has managed a full P&L.”

Developing leaders who can be officially deemed “ready

now” takes consistency, accountability, and a systemic

approach. This can be difficult for organizations that do

not have an effective succession management plan and

lack a clear picture of the current state of their talent’s true

readiness.

So why is there such a shortage of strong leadership

talent? It’s not enough to develop generic leaders and

expect them to take on the specific challenges of a

strategic direction—development needs to be inextricably

linked to business goals and strategy.

“Leaders need to be developed within the context of the

business strategy, so that they can address real challenges

and opportunities,” warns Peters. “But organizations are

not planning for this effectively—they are not starting

succession deep enough down in the leadership pipeline.

This is hugely detrimental.”
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Real experience
has no substitute.

Providing intentional experiences built over time, such as

new challenges and assignments, is key to developing

successful leaders. Yet only slightly over half (54%) of

respondents felt that their organization was providing this

type of targeted experience.

“Each organization needs to define which experiences are

critical for success in a role/level," says David Wagner,
Senior Partner at Korn Ferry. "Senior leadership needs to

create those development experiences and opportunities

for their leaders. These need to be Diverse, Intense, Varied,

and Adverse (DIVA). Examples include dealing with

turnaround and start-up situations, crosscultural, and

international experience.”

Oftentimes, leaders spend a sizeable portion of their

careers participating in standard development programs

that aren’t customized to their specific needs, detracting

from their ability to focus on gaining the experiences that

matter most for future success at advanced levels.

When organizations invest heavily in development and still

find that they aren’t able to promote from within, assessing

readiness is often a missing piece of the process.

“Not having the right leaders in place tells you that proper

planning has not been implemented. If you don’t have

accurate high-potential identification and strategic

leadership development programs starting deep in the

pipeline, your leaders won’t be ready when you need

them,” affirms Lisa Niesen, Senior Product Manager at

Korn Ferry.
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Investing in development brings many benefits, including

improved engagement, motivation, and retention. It has

proved particularly rewarding for CHS.

Casale shares the story of an individual who was not

selected for a Senior Leadership Team role; rather than

being disappointed after the assessment process, the

leader’s job satisfaction and fulfilment increased notably.

“The leader told me they had undergone more

development in the last 90 days than in the previous nine

years.”

How then can an organization determine readiness? After

a period of development, the company can evaluate

leaders to see how they will perform against the challenges

of a more advanced role. Typically, these assessments are

live simulations, which create the unique, pressurized

environment and decision-making scenarios that the leader

will face on the job.

Understanding the gaps that need to be filled allows the

organization to target development, often through

coaching within a set timeframe.

As Spitzer remarks, “You can ruin someone by giving them

the wrong development and coaching. Using the learning

agility and Korn Ferry Talent Review methodology for your

talent pipeline will help unlock the differentiated

development paths needed for each individual to thrive.”

Close the gap between
potential and ready to
promote.

Korn Ferry Assessment

of Readiness provides a rich,

personalized development

experience, culminating in targeted

development plans for each leader.

This simulation-based approach

exposes individuals to the business

scenarios that have the greatest

impact on an organization’s

performance.

By accurately measuring what it

takes to succeed and providing

powerful feedback on how to

develop, organizations are fully

equipped to make the right

succession decisions.
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Motivations to succeed.

▶

▶

▶

No amount of job experience can fully prepare emerging and existing CEOs, C-suite, and senior executives

for the highest levels of leadership, even with the motivation to advance into these mission-critical roles.

Leading effectively at this level requires a step change across all aspects of leadership.

Korn Ferry’s Chief Executive Institute and Executive to Leader Institute programs are designed to provide

transformative development experiences that enable C-suite and senior executives to achieve superior

levels of high impact and sustainable performance.

Both programs focus on three key areas of leadership expertise:

Personal leadership

Interpersonal leadership

Enterprise leadership

One area that is often overlooked by organizations is a

leader’s motivation to develop. Wrongful assumptions

can be made about the individual’s desire to progress into

a senior executive role, with little incentive for that person

to reveal their true aspirations.

“It can be too risky for an executive to openly admit they

don’t want to reach the top,” says Dave Heine, Executive

Vice President, Board and CEO Services at Korn Ferry.

“Yet they continue to demonstrate all the right leadership

qualities the organization is looking for in their senior

leaders.” As a result, a highly competent leader who

seems like an ideal fit for advancement may not be a

match at all.

Out of 79 external and internal CEO candidates

interviewed by Korn Ferry between 2010 and 2014,

around two-thirds (69%) said they wanted to become

CEO. “Today’s CEO role carries with it significant

uncertainty, pressure, and relatively high risk,” Heine

continues. “So it’s not surprising that almost a third of

these leaders destined for the very top are either

ambivalent or flat out don’t want the role.”
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CHS looked at its top 65 executives across the globe to

identify who would be interested in advancing to the

Senior Leadership Team, who had the potential to do so,

what their skills and gaps were, and what they needed to

do to get ready for a top role. Those who were interested

went through an in-depth assessment with Korn Ferry,

which included a realistic business simulation where they

had to demonstrate their leadership capabilities across

business units, influencing the whole enterprise.

The results were valuable for both the organization and

participants. For Casale and his team, the assessments

enabled a better understanding of CHS’s bench strength,

including quantifiable measurements of each participant’s

potential to advance, actual readiness for the next level,

strengths and gaps to close, and development ideas. “The

independent and objective insight comparing the global

benchmark data of senior executive leaders provided by

Korn Ferry has been very powerful in helping us identify

gaps or strengths that weren’t apparent beforehand,”

affirms Holton.

Unless succession management takes a whole person

approach, as specified in Korn Ferry's Four Dimensions of

Leadership and Talent and the Korn Ferry Assessment of

Leadership Potential, organizations run the risk of investing

in people who lack the desire or motivation to advance

into those vital roles. The individual’s ability to fit into the

company culture plays a major role. “This is one of the

most critical factors that impact leadership success and

why the majority of promotions fail,” states Feltz.

"The independent
and objective
insight comparing
the global
benchmark data of
senior executive
leaders provided
by Korn Ferry has
been very powerful
in helping us
identify gaps or
strengths that
weren't apparent
beforehand."

Adam Holton
Senior Vice President and

Chief Human Resources Officer
CHS
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Conclusion.
As our client stories and research show, there is a need today for adaptable, relevant succession and

talent management solutions that are anchored in the strategy, mission, culture, and purpose of the

organization.

For CHS’s Carl Casale and Adam Holton, it had to begin with a commitment to internal development

across the enterprise and a focus on broadening the capacity of the company’s leaders. A change in

leadership mindset has been truly rewarding and empowering for Bayer. As Dr. Horst-Uwe Groh and

Gabriele Oehlschlaeger reveal, it has enabled managers to enter into far more in-depth talent

discussions and make much more informed people decisions.

At its core, this means having a clear picture of the talent you have now, the skills you need for the

future, and how to close the gaps. To do that, organizations have to accurately identify and

differentiate their talent so that effective development plans can be created and implemented.

Willis's Ronny Vansteenkiste has taught us that talent needs to be examined scientifically and you

cannot overlook your high professionals. Taking a holistic, whole-person view of the broader

organization and how these individuals fit within that context is vital to achieving optimal outcomes.

Otherwise, the ramifications can prove to be potentially disastrous. "A talent development imperative

needs to start at the top and has to be woven into how leaders think and talk about talent,"

emphasizes Lisa Spitzer of Johnson Controls.

By taking these key steps, a picture of development can be gained through the dual lens of both the

leader and the organization’s own requirements. This requires a culture that values the ability of

talent to grow to its full potential. It also requires leadership to be armed with a plan and strategy to

ensure those best-suited and most motivated to lead are continually supported and guided in

navigating an unpredictable business climate.

Succession Matters. The very survival of your organization depends on it.
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SUCCESSION PROGRAM SATISFACTION:

32% dissatisfied

Almost 1/3 of respondents were either 
dissatisfied or extremely dissatisfied with 
recent succession management outcomes. 

Our priority was to 

identify those individuals 

who displayed the right 

competencies needed 

for senior leadership 

roles, and then ensure 

that they receive the 

necessary development 

to prepare them for that 

next career step.  

Dr. Horst-Uwe Groh
Head of Corporate Human

Resources and Organization
Bayer

kornferry.com/successionmatters
#successionmatters

Strengthen your leadership pipeline to shape future business strategy.
The real business perspective—why Succession Matters. 

Succession Matters

Regardless of CHS’s 

financial results, if my 

successor does not 

come from inside, I will

consider my tenure as 

CEO a failure. 

Carl Casale
President and Chief Executive Officer

CHS

ALMOST

50%
of C-suite talent is found 
externally—higher than for 
all other leadership levels.

The independent and objective insight comparing

the global benchmark data of senior executive 

leaders provided by Korn Ferry has been very 

powerful in helping us identify gaps or strengths 

that weren’t apparent beforehand. 

Adam Holton
Senior Vice President and

Chief Human Resources Officer
CHS

Top three talent risks:

Losing "ready now" 
internal candidates.

Alienating potential 
successors.

Naming an ill-fit 
successor.

1

3

2

of respondents 

are confident in their

organization's ability to

identify potential leaders.

ONLY
51%

It wasn't coaching for 
coaching's sake—it was 
coaching with a very clear 
purpose. Talent needs to be 
looked at scientifically.

 Ronny Vansteenkiste
Senior Vice President, Group

Head Talent Management and
 Organizational Development

Willis



kornferry.com/successionmatters
#successionmatters

Strengthen your leadership pipeline to shape future business strategy.
The real business perspective—why Succession Matters.  

Succession Matters

 

are confident their 
company will give 
potential leadership 
candidates new 
challenges and 
assignments.

ONLY
54%

The real impact has 
been in how our 
leaders enter into talent
discussions and make 
people decisions. 
Executives are now 
talking about self-
awareness and 
emotional intelligence 
during interviews. 
That’s a real change in 
mindset.

Gabriele Oehlschlaeger
Member of the Global HR Committee

and the Head of the Center of
 Expertise, Talent Management

Bayer

Mature talent management practices:

Go deep.

Define talent.

Identify leadership potential.

Provide growth opportunities.

Assess to fill gaps.

O�er transition support.

We focused on strengthening the ‘Einstein’ 
quadrant—where the subject matter experts,
who bring such exceptional value to the 
organization and are so hard to replace, 
reside.

 Ronny Vansteenkiste
Senior Vice President, Group Head Talent Management

and Organizational Development
Willis

Stewardship of talent is
fundamental—leaders 
need to own it.  

 Lisa Spitzer
Vice President

Global Talent Management and
Organization Development

Johnson Controls

We have very talented 
people.  My responsibility is
to identify our best people 
earlier in their careers to 
give them the optimal 
chance to reach their full 
potential.

Carl Casale
President and Chief Executive O�cer

CHS

Nearly 1/3
of leaders 
on the path to 
becoming a CEO 
do not want
the top job.

Less than 1 in 4 
companies believe they have 
a "ready now" talent pipeline.



About Korn Ferry

Korn Ferry is the preeminent authority on leadership and talent.

For nearly half a century, clients have trusted us to recruit

world-class leaders. Today, we are their partner in designing

organizational strategy and developing their people to achieve

unimaginable success.
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